EDUBIM 2016: Preliminary Program
2nd edition of BIM teaching days in France
“From skills to certifications”
June 16 and 17th, 2016 at ESTP Paris

Thursday, June 16, 2016: « Skills... »

- 08h00 : Welcoming participants
- 09h00 : Introduction and presentation of the two days
- 09h30 : Jennifer Whyte, Imperial College London, conference on the topic of “advances and perspectives of academic research on BIM”
- 10h45 : Coffee Break – Exhibition
- 11h15 : Anne Kemp, Atkins UK, conference on the topic of “challenges of BIM for construction”
- 12h30 : Lunch – Exhibition
- 14h00 : Benoît Eynard, université de Technologie de Compiègne, conference on “the experience feedback of mechanical engineering”
- 15h15 : Coffee Break – Exhibition
- 15h45 : Parallel roundtables on :
  - New needs in skills of business...
  - A trinomial, a semester, a project... The BIM option at ESTP Paris
  - Introduction to BIM in the early years of engineering school: which programs?
  - BIM teaching in Europe. Some significant examples.
  - Software companies and BIM teaching
- 17h45 : Visit BIM equipment of ESTP – Exhibition – Welcome cocktail

Friday, June 17, 2016: « ...toward certifications »

- 08h00 : Welcoming participants
- 09h00 : Ignasi Pérez Arnal, BIM Académie Espagne, conference on the topic of “Toward a professional BIM certification in France: principals , expectations and objectives”
- 09h45 : Coffee Break – Exhibition
- 10h15 : Roundtable animated by Emanuel Natchitz, EIVP, on “Toward a professional BIM certification in France: principles, expectations and objectives”
- 12h30 : Lunch – Exhibition
- 14h00 : Working session of thematic workshops :
  - Toward a BIM European Academic Forum
  - GIS/BIM : common experiences, a new field to share
  - BIM model, the chain of skills
  - Workflow and levels of definition / detail
  - The exercise of collaboration in teaching BIM. The inter-institutional partnerships
  - Certification in BIM trainings, perspectives and work program
- 15h15 : Coffee Break – Exhibition
- 16h00 : Restitution workshops & presentation of the European network
- 17h00 : Conclusion and closure